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Abstract. The broader goal of the research being described here is to
automatically acquire diagnostic knowledge from documents in the domain of
manual and mechanical assembly of aircraft structures. These documents are
treated as a discourse used by experts to communicate with others. It therefore
becomes possible to use discourse analysis to enable machine understanding of
the text. The research challenge addressed in the paper is to identify documents
or sections of documents that are potential sources of knowledge. In a
subsequent step, domain knowledge will be extracted from these segments. The
segmentation task requires partitioning the document into relevant segments
and understanding the context of each segment. In discourse analysis, the
division of a discourse into various segments is achieved through certain
indicative clauses called cue phrases that indicate changes in the discourse
context. However, in formal documents such language may not be used. Hence
the use of a domain specific ontology and an assembly process model is
proposed to segregate chunks of the text based on a local context. Elements of
the ontology/model, and their related terms serve as indicators of current
context for a segment and changes in context between segments. Local contexts
are aggregated for increasingly larger segments to identify if the document (or
portions of it) pertains to the topic of interest, namely, assembly. Knowledge
acquired through such processes enables acquisition and reuse of knowledge
during any part of the lifecycle of a product.
Keywords: Knowledge acquisition, mechanical assembly, discourse analysis,
segmentation.

1

Introduction

In the process of realizing industrial scale products, assembly is a critical and
integrative step. If potential assembly issues can be detected during the planning
stages, expensive repetitions in assembly planning can be reduced. In order to do so,
knowledge of assembly issues is necessary during the planning stage. Knowledge
based systems have been explored as a means of providing such knowledge [1].
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Knowledge based systems have been in use in a variety of applications for quite some
time now.
The need for using knowledge entities in PLM systems has also been stressed in
literature [2, 3]. The ability to manage knowledge generated during a product‟s
lifecycle is key towards automation of design process [4]. Literature indicates the
ability [5], importance [6] as well as the limited capability of PLM systems to manage
and re-use of knowledge across life-cycles [7].
The acquisition of knowledge for such systems however, remains a bottleneck [8].
Automation of such knowledge acquisition is a larger goal of this research.
Specifically, the work reported in this paper is intended to serve as the first step in
automatically acquiring diagnostic knowledge pertaining to assembly from
documents.
1.1

Background

The research reported here is part of a research work aimed at building a diagnostic
system for mechanical assembly. In particular the focus is on the manual assembly of
aircraft structures. Aircraft assembly is largely a manual process. The planning of
such large scale part-assembly processes is a complex task. After an assembly plan is
drawn up, in case there are issues while performing the actual assembly, the assembly
plan might have to be revised, and each such revision adds to both cost and time
delays. If assembly planners possess prior knowledge of such issues in advance,
expensive and time-consuming iterations in the planning- assembly- replanning loop
can be reduced. Sources of such knowledge are assembly experts, and documented
collections of such issues. We chose documents as the source of knowledge for this
research, since they in turn reflect the knowledge of experts who prepared them.
1.2

Documents as a knowledge source

In professional organizations, documents can be considered authoritative sources of
knowledge, since they are usually prepared by multiple experts and undergo many
reviews and revisions. They represent a repository of the experiences of multiple
personnel. Documents that would be useful for our purpose are incident reports,
standards manuals and best practices. Documents are also a step closer to being
machine processible than knowledge that comes directly from experts.

2

Document Segmentation and Classification

Towards acquiring the necessary knowledge from documents, the first step is to
identify whether a given document or some sections of the document belong to the
relevant domain of interest – in this case, aircraft assembly. For example, a
document pertaining to issues in assembly of aft-fuselage is relevant, whereas a
document about annual sales of a toy is not. Methods for classifying text are
available, notably from the domain of pattern classification and machine learning.
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However, such methods typically require training data sets to be available for them to
work effectively. However, due to reasons that concern the activities downstream in
the knowledge acquisition process (elaborated later in the paper) we chose not to use
these methods.
It may not be useful at all times to perform this classification only at a document level
– sometimes only some parts of a document may be related to assembly (For example,
in a document that contains feedback about workplace difficulties from an
organization‟s employees, only the feedback from shop-floor employees is of
interest). The challenge here is to filter such relevant and coherent chunks of text.
Relevant chunks of text are those that semantically relate to the domain of aircraft
assembly. By coherent chunks, we mean that these are collections of continuous and
meaningful parts of a discourse. These pieces of text then serve as input for
acquisition of diagnostic knowledge. We concentrate only on the sections of a
document, rather than the entire document here. To summarize, the objectives of this
paper are,
 To identify coherent sections of a given document
 To classify whether such coherent sections of the document pertain to the
domain of aircraft assembly (and it‟s related domains)
2.1

Current methods

A number of methods are available to segment given data into meaningful chunks. As
mentioned hitherto, machine learning based methods are quite useful [9]. However,
such methods usually require large amounts of training data to be available, with the
data being manually labeled a priori. There are mathematical methods combined with
semantics available for text categorization as a standalone application [9]. Also
dedicated efforts have been made to link the referred entity to its counterpart in a
knowledge base, based on the topic of relevance [10].
The collection of words in a document can be used to determine the topic of
discussion in the document, this being termed as a „bag of words‟ approach in
literature [11]. On a similar note one method uses word-sequences as a means of
classification [11]. Document clustering is a popular application of techniques that
can work without training data, as opposed to classification methods [12]. There is
existing literature about the use of phrases and their semantic relationship, as well as
the use of ontology for clustering [13]. Clustering documents based on a graph-based
technique by detecting frequent sub-graphs of related terms is another method found
in literature [14]. Another method uses sampling to discriminate segments of
documents [9]. In this, a probabilistic method called Generalized Mallows Model
(GMM) is used to model the topics of a text, and is used for segmentation. As regards
to current PLM systems, there exists a piece of work to model and elicit information
about key relationships and stakeholders by looking at emails [15].
Another relevant research is based on multi-paragraph segmentation using TextTiling
algorithm [16], which divides a given text into predetermined blocks of equal size,
and then looks at the semantic relatedness of words between these blocks. Related
blocks are chunked together if they are closer than a specified threshold. This method
is tested against the method proposed in this paper.
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However, use of such methods may not help in the subsequent steps of knowledge
acquisition, which demands an understanding of the document.

3

Discourse

Discourses are a common form of communication using natural language. They are
considered useful to analyze and track the semantic content of a natural language
exchange. Discourse analysis has been the focus of study for quite some time now,
and there are different theories and approaches to doing so, see for instance [17]. A
discourse can be considered to have a hierarchical structure [18] of segments, each of
which is a sequence of clauses. The discourse itself may proceed in various ways,
with interruptions, digressions and itemizations amongst the different segments.
3.1 Cue phrases
One of the means of distinguishing the boundaries between discourse segments is the
use of cue phrases, also known as discourse markers [19]. Cue phrases such as “after
that” and “by the way” signal the transition from one segment to the other. The type
of deviation in the discourse context is associated with the type of cue phrase used.
Since discourse analysis helps to track how the previous sentence in a text influences
the understanding of the current sentence [18], it is useful to consider documents as
discourses, in which one or more authors try to communicate with the reader. The
documents that are intended to be used here are those mentioned in the first section.
However, technical documents are usually written in a formal manner, and do not
resemble other forms of discourse such as conversations. The presence of discourse
markers such as cue phrases is not guaranteed in this case.

4

Proposed Method

4.1

Assumptions

Before discussing the proposed method it is appropriate to state the assumptions that
have been made here,
 A document is treated as a one-way discourse between the author and the
reader;
 The knowledge represented in documents is correct and valid knowledge;
 Available semantic resources such as dictionaries and lexica are sufficient to
cover the range of terminology used in technical documents.
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4.2

Comparative studies

An intuitive means of classifying a document or parts of it is to look at the words used
and their frequency. In a preliminary exercise, this approach was tried on documents
and the results of such a classification were not always indicative of the content at the
sentence level.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, TextTiling is another useful way of segmenting sections
from a given text. An implementation of the TextTiling algorithm available
as part of the NLTK-tokenizer [20] module was tested on a test document [case
study]. Extracts of the text as segmented by the researchers and by the tiling algorithm
used are presented in the box below.
The document was 4303 words in length, and was a case study of a wing manufacture
[21]. Only a small portion of the entire document was considered. The result was
compared with the segmentation of the same portion of the document obtained
manually by eight test subjects, including the researcher. During the course of using
the algorithm, two parameters needed to be adjusted to get a reasonable number of
segments. The parameters that were varied were the block length and the block size.
The combination which resulted in maximum number of segments was finally
considered. The final number of segments using TextTiling was 39.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of how the TextTiling implementation performed
against the manual segmentation.

Fig. 1 An extract of the text showing segmentation by the researchers (left)and the tiling
algorithm (right). Each change of color in a column indicates a shift in segment
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Some observations on the results are as follows.
 In the graph, the red blocks on the second row indicate that 50% or more
subjects have indicated a discourse segment i.e. where a shift in focus
occurs, similar to that indicated in [Hearst]. This is compared against the
segmentation provided by TextTiling, which matches up most of the
segments as provided by the manual segmentation too. However TextTiling,
by default looks at paragraph breaks as a shift in focus. On such instance in
the test document, there was an itemization in the document, which was not
perceived as a shift by all but one of the subjects. But tiling treated this as
four segments as they appeared on different paragraphs.
 For the converse case, where there are multiple segments within a paragraph,
tiling had only one exception (due to formatting issues in the input) and
performed as expected. Other than these, the segments given by tiling
matched with 3 subjects on 4 instances, with 2 subjects on 3 instances, with
1 subject on 4 instances, and with no subjects on 1 instance. Hence the
performance for tiling was satisfactory in this case.
4.3

Discourse context for segmentation

As seen in the previous subsections, methods such as looking at the frequency of
occurrence of words are not useful, since they do not concentrate on the semantic
content of the discourse. The semantic content is important from the point of view of
future activities in the research, such as identifying the entities in the domain, and
extracting diagnostic knowledge that concern these entities.
Although TextTiling has performed segmentation at the most prominent segment
boundaries, it identifies other boundaries that are not identified as so by the test
subjects. Also, it is a difficult task to keep varying the parameters, namely the blocklength and block-size parameters, for every document.
These parameters are important since the number of segments that are recognized
are dependent on them. Moreover, since segmentation is only a preliminary step to
enable filtering of relevant text portions. More importantly, we need to understand the
content of a document and extract diagnostic knowledge from it. By understanding we
mean that one should be able to list the entities and events in the text, and the
relations among them. An additional case for using discourse analysis techniques is
made by the fact that methods that look at words and their meanings do not address
the task of resolving pronouns and anaphora. This is important since pronouns
implicitly contain references to other words, and may not be captured by such
methods.
In such a situation, discourse context is useful. In a given discourse the current
context is defined by the entities that are being talked about, the activities that concern
them and the relations amongst these entities. The list of entities is called Discourse
Entity (DE) list [18]. In the domain of assembly the two important factors are product
information and the process information [22]. These translate respectively to the
nouns and verbs of sentences in natural language. Nouns would also cover the
peripheral but related terms such as tools and the assembly environment. By treating
the document as a discourse, it is also possible to find out which fact entails others by
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means of inference. With this explanation the procedure for extracting relevant
segments from a document is proposed as follows:
 Given text from a document, tokenize it into sentences;
 Resolve anaphora and pronouns on a per-sentence basis - This gives a DE list
for every sentence;
 Segment the sentences which are both contiguous (i.e. within a certain
distance d) and share parts of their DE list, within a specified threshold, say
Ncommon;
 Once the segments are recognized and marked, compare entities in the DE
list to determine to how many of them relate to the assembly domain. The
basis for comparison here would the set of terms (and their semantic
neighbors) from one or more assembly ontologies;
 If, for a given segment, the semantic similarity (as indicated by a certain
measure) is greater than a threshold, say Dsem, then classify that segment as
being related;to assembly. For example, in the WordNet ontology, JiangConrath similarity is one such example of semantic similarity.
4.4

Plan for implementation

For tokenization, any standard tokenizer (e.g. NLTK Punkt tokenizer [20]) that can
split the input into sentences is an adequate choice. To resolve anaphora (back
references to entities in previous sentences), pronouns and to perform related
discourse analyses, methods of representation such as Discourse Representation
Structure (DRS) [23] are available. Once the raw, tokenized text is represented in
DRS, existing anaphora and pronoun resolution methods can be utilized. From the DE
list, for a combination of d (See Section 4.3) and Ncommon (yet to be decided) the
related segments can be separated. Alternatively, one could use unsupervised methods
of classification such as k-means to automatically infer two groups. Then the DE list
for every segment can be compared against one or more assembly (and related)
ontologies [24] and classify whether that segment is related to assembly or not, based
on the value of Dsem (See Section 4.3).
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Fig. 2 Comparison of TextTiling vs manual segmentation for eight readers.
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5

Conclusions

This paper has discussed the beginnings of a piece of work to acquire diagnostic
knowledge for aircraft assembly from documents. In particular a method for
segmenting relevant parts of a document that are related to assembly is proposed.
Previous methods have been revised, and one method in particular, namely the
TextTiling approach, has been tested on a typical aircraft assembly document with
segmentation by human subjects as benchmark. As shown in Figure 2, majority of the
subjects‟ segmentation have corresponded to the segments given by TextTiling.
However there have been some specific instances where the desired result has not
been achieved. The performance of the existing TextTiling method cannot be
conclusively ruled out for our purposes - however, a different approach that is more
suited to the future needs of the current research has been proposed. TextTiling does
not ensure understanding of the text in the document as natural language and there are
no measures such as resolution of pronouns and anaphora being employed to
acknowledge their role in segmenting coherent sections.
The proposed approach treats documents as a discourse from the experts to the reader.
Techniques from discourse analysis such as pronoun and anaphora resolution can be
used to recognize and build coherent sections of a document. The discourse entity list
can then be collected from such coherent sections and compared to those from domain
ontologies to classify whether each segment is related to assembly or not.

6

Future Work

The paper has described a method for using discourse analysis techniques to classify
relevant sections of a document. Some potential directions for implementation have
also been touched upon. Future work includes implementing the method as a
computer based program. This implementation then needs to be comprehensively
tested to evaluate its effectiveness and to obtain feedback. The results of the
implementation then have to be compared against the manual segmentation data as
shown in this paper.
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